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(Piano). Includes: Piano Concerto No. 1 * Piano Concerto No. 2 * and Piano Concerto No. 3.

About the AuthorJohn Ronald Reuel Tolkien nació el 3 de enero en Bloemfontein en el Estado
Libre de Orange. A principios de 1895, su madre, agotada por el clima, regresó a Inglaterra con
Ronald y su hermano pequeño, Hilary. Tras el fallecimiento de su padre, a causa de unas fiebres
reumáticas, él y su familia se establecieron brevemente en Sarehole, cerca de Birmingham.
Esta hermosa zona rural causó una honda impresión en el joven Ronald, y sus efectos pueden
verse en su escritura y en algunos de sus cuadros. Por su larga y prestigiosa carrera
académica, es conocido por ser el creador de El Hobbit, El Señor de los Anillos y El Silmarillion.
Sus obras se han traducido a más de cuarenta idiomas en todo elmundo. Fue nombrado
caballero del imperio británico y doctor honoris causa por la Universidad de Oxford en 1972.
Murió el 2 de septiembre de 1973 a los ochenta y un años.
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Chris B in NJ, “Beware plastic-ish binding, very annoying, probably not worth saving a few
dollars if you are like me.. I really never bother reviewing anything but I thought this needs to be
said: the cover is plastic-ish or plastic-covered, it is NOT the standard schirmer heavy paper
cover. One, that is annoying if you have any sort of OCD because thousands of pages of music
are all one way and then this thing has to be different. Two, and this is the reason I'm writing, it is
VERY ANNOYING to have to break the spine every time you want to flip a page or two or twenty.
I'm sure it will wear in, I'll probably on #3 for at least the decade I spent on #2, but the first couple
of weeks you really are flipping through to soak it in and you constantly have to pull the book
down and crack it and put it back just to advance a page or whatever. It's 4 stars for that. Call
me nuts but if you are also purchasing this for yourself then you know exactly what I'm talking
about. Anyone thinking of getting this for a gift, I would recommend seeing the other reviews for
either different publishers or for the piano-only singles (this is "four hands" meaning the "backup"
player is covering for the orchestra, it's really just for training, no one actually "performs" the
orchestral portion of the concerto on a piano as its own work). If you get a piano-only version
from schirmer's for just concerto 1, 2, OR 3, it will be the proper, matched paper version with the
appropriate binding. Fair warning. And yes as a pianist I typed this entire review in four and a
half seconds.  Gah..”

G. Santos, “Great compilation of Rachmaninoff’s brilliance. This is an essential sheet music
book for any intermediate or advanced pianist, even if just to appreciate the brilliance of
Rachmaninoff. These three concertos are magnificent, artistic brilliance and it is a joy to have
access to it. I often enjoy simply listening to the full concerto and following with the sheet music,
in addition to sight reading. The second piano part does a good job of imitating the orchestral
score. Left off one star for the glue binder, and some pages strangely had slightly smaller print.”

Taylor Ma, “Good edition! Fast shipping. Good edition! Fast shipping! They can do a
international shipping. That is awesome! The shipping is fast tho.... This is a good edition that
you can trust.... I bought a Schirmer Beethoven no 5 concerto a year ago.. My teacher just
forced me to switch to use Henry's edition... Because he said there are numbers of mistakes in
Schirmer. But I checked both editions twice, the details(articulations, dynamic blalalala..) is the
same. Only difference is the bar line of Schirmmer is little chaos. Henry's looks much more
comfortable! Again, Schirmer 's edition is the one you can trust! So I bought this book.
Everything is right! You just need a better glass. For a pianist, the correct details on the score is
just juicy no matter how it looks like.”

Diana, “The book itself is good and cover material has good protection. The book itself is good
and cover material has good protection, but there were some handling things I didn't like. I had to
wipe off/clean the book cover. Other than that, pages are in good condition and I know from all



the orders I had of Schrimers Library Books, that Schrimers is one of the top sheetmusic book
publishers. Good sheetmusic. Always a good addition to my music library.”

Ethan Berl, “Very pleased with Rachmaninoff concertos. I have always loved this music and
when I saw that the first three concertos were available for this very low price, I jumped at the
opportunity. It took a little time to get to me, but the day I received it I was able to play some of
my favorite sections which was very satisfying. The music is very legible and the book is well
bound with laminated cover. On every page there are normally 3-4 of the 4-handed staves that
show what both the solo and orchestral reduction pianos are doing. Although it will probably be a
few years before I can really play one of the movements up to speed, I am very happy with this
purchase.”

kyoko kondo, “Good. Good”

sleeplessinlasvegas, “EXCELLENT PRODUCT. Some have said the notation is hard to read.
This is totally not the case for anyone beyond a beginner. And those people should not be
buying these masterpieces. If you love Rachmaninoff and want to learn his best concertos- BUY
THIS BOOK!”

Naomi E. Lieberman, “Rachmaninoff three piano concertos. This book for 2 pianos came quickly
and looked like it just came off the shelf with laminated covers! It's much easier to use than the
complete scores that have only 2 lines for piano per page. It is exciting to play any of
Rachmaninoff because the romantic music is so very lovely. You obviously need to have an
advanced skill level to play any of the concertos in entirety.”

Ebook Library Reader, “Gift. The recipient loved it”

Averof, “Must book for musicians!. Great book and great service !really nice to finally have it!
even tough it doesn't open very well to sit on the piano it was well worth the money!”

Leandro, “Very Good. The edition is very good and nice printed. When I bought it I wasn't sure if
the "Ossia Cadenza" from 1st Mov. of the 3rd Concerto was also included, and fortunately it was!
When we talk about the 'opening' of the book to leave it standing at the Piano's stander, I can
say that its quite good (you know, its not like these books that we have to fight against it to make
it stay still),of course, it's still a book and you need to get careful on that but, related to other
music books I have, this one exceed expectations. I think that clearly is a good job to buy it, I
mean, a very low price for such masterpieces of Rachmaninoff it's indeed a good choice!”

Harald Guido, “Rachmaninow Klavierkonzerte. Gut lesbar und übersichtlich im Druck”



David, “Ottimo rapporto qualità prezzo. Ottimo rapporto qualità prezzo”

The book by J.R.R. Tolkien has a rating of  5 out of 4.7. 89 people have provided feedback.
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